HathiTrust offers online emergency access to Libraries print collection

To::
Students, Faculty, Researchers & Staff
Names and titles:
University of Arizona Libraries
Date::
April 27, 2020

Through a strategic partnership with HathiTrust, over 1 million of University Libraries' physical books are available to students, faculty, researchers, and staff in electronic format through the HathiTrust Digital Library.

Books can be checked out for renewable one-hour increments and are for reading online only.

HathiTrust, a partnership of academic and research institutions, is offering this emergency service to its member libraries whose operations have been impacted by COVID-19. In addition to copyrighted materials, users can also continue accessing more than 6.7 million public domain and Creative Commons-licensed works.

This emergency service is temporary and only available while access to our print materials is restricted. When we regain access to our print collections, this service will be turned off.

Learn how to access HathiTrust [1].

If you have questions or need help, contact us at resources@lib.arizona.edu [2].

More information about the HathiTrust Digital Library

Founded in 2008, the HathiTrust Digital Library is a not-for-profit collaborative preserving and providing access to the largest set of digitized materials managed by academic and research libraries under the aims of scholarly, not corporate, interests. The collection includes more than 17 million total volumes and more than 8 million book titles.
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